
 
 
The Sacrificial Wind project originated with a series of dramatic monologues published in my third 
poetry collection, Anchored,  which I expanded and adapted through collaboration with Director, 
Max Hafler,  and a cast of three. The end result is The Sacrificial Wind, a 50 minute theatre piece 
which was staged in The Town Hall Theatre, Galway,  as part of the programme of the Cúirt Festival 
in 2017, in NUI Galway as part of the Arts In Action programme, 2016, and in the Heaney HomePlace, 
2018.  
 
This is poetic drama. It takes the form of a series of monologues and Chorus pieces addressed 
directly to the audience.  We hear from characters who witnessed the sacrifice at Aulis: 
Agamemnon, Achilles, Calchas, Footsoldiers and Iphigenia herself. Also her mother Clytemnestra, 
her sisters Electra and Chrysothemis, a Chorus, and Euripides, who struggles to finish his own work 
Iphigenia in Aulis. Having described the piece as poetic, however, it should be stressed that the 
production is dynamic and intense, involving a cast of three who play multiple roles, and including 
ensemble work, masks and an original soundscape. Lighting and the commissioned soundscape have 
a key impact on the sudden shifts in tone, mood and pace throughout.   
 
I am from Belfast. I grew up there during the political conflict of the 1970s and 1980, and would not 
have been able to write these pieces if I had not witness the individual and collective psychological 
effects of living with conflict. The migration crisis triggered by the Syrian conflict was surging in 2016 
while wrote some of the monologues. It strikes me that whereas throughout the twentieth century 
Antigone was a theatrical touchstone and political metaphor for resistance to authoritarianism, in 
the twenty-first century, Iphigenia is emerging as a metaphor for ‘collateral damage’; the deaths of 
civilians (many of whom are women and children) in the interests of militarism and political 
expediency. 
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